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Six approximation algorithms for the one-machine scheduling problem with ready and due times to 

minimize the maximum lateness are analyzed. The performance is measured by the relative deviation of approximate 

values to optimal ones. Best possible upper bounds on the worst case performance of all six algorithms are derived. The 

average performance is also examined by solving randomly generated problems; one of the six algorithms outperforms 

others and keeps the average relative deviation within 2%. 

1. Introduction 

This paper considers several approximation algorithms for a class of n-job 

one machine scheduling problem (llr. IL according to the terminologies in [5]) 
J max 

such that (i) each job k has ready time r(k), positive processing time p(k) and 

due time d(k) , (ii) no preemption is aLlowed, and (iii) the objective is 'to 

minimize the maximum lateness. 

Although many exac t algori thms hav,e been proposed for this problem [2, 3, 4, 

ID, 13, 14, 16], they are all based on enumerative methods and their computation 

time seems to grow exponentially with the size of the problems. Furthermore, 

this problem is known to be NP-complete [9, 11]. This strongly suggests that 

there is no polynomially bounded algorithm. Thus, it is important to find 

efficient approximation algorithms with guaranteed accuracies. 

In Sec tion 2 we propose six approxlma tion algori thms. The firs t two 

algori thms order the jobs simply according to ready times and due times, respec

tively. The third one chooses the bett,er of the above two. The fourth one is 

proposed by Schrage [15] and the fifth one is to apply Schrage's algorithm to 

the transformed problem called the reverse problem. These two algorithms were 
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206 H. Kise, T. Ibaraki and H. Mine 

used in exact branch-and-bound algorithms as a means to obtain upper bounds of 

an optimal schedule [10, 13]. The last one chooses the better of the fourth and 

the fifth. .It will be shown that all the six algorithms can be -executed in 

O(n log n) time, where n is the number of jobs. 

In Section 3 (L(lT, Q)-L(W, Q))/L(w, Q), the relative deviation of approxi

mate solutions, obtained by the above six algorithms is analyzed. Here L(7T, Q) 

is the maximum lateness of a schedule 7T for a problem ins tance Q and w stands 

for an optimal schedule. The first main result (Theorem 3.5) is that the rela

tive deviation is not larger than 2-(2/P) for any schedule and any problem 

instance,where P is the s\m of total processing times. This bound is the best 

possible. The second res\ut (Theorem 3.6) shows, however, that relative devi

ations for the proposed approximation algorithms are always less than 1 and the 

best possible upper bound for each approximation algorithm is explicitly given 

in term of P. The proof of Theorem 3.6 is lengthy and given in Section 4. In 

Section 5, we give results of computational experiments for various types of 

problems which are randomly generated. Comparing the approximate schedules with 

the exact optimal schedule:s obtained by a branch-and-bound algorithm, it appears 

that the quality of the approximate schedules is quite high (much better than 

that the above worst case analysis indicates). It is also seen that one of the 

six approximation algorithms outperforms others. The average relative deviation 

by the best algorithm is kept within 2% for all the tested cases. 

2. Approximation Algorithms 

A problem instance of our scheduling problem is specified by ready times 

R=(r(l), ..• , r(n)), processing timesP=(p(l), ... , p(n)) and due times O=(d(l), 

... , d(n)). This is denoted by Q=Q(R, P, D). A schedule is given by a permu

tation of n jobs 1T=(lTl , •.. , lTn)' where lTk is the k-th job to be processed. 

Finishing time f 7T (7Tk) of job lTk in schedule 7T is given by 

(2.1) 
r(lTl)+p(lTl ), k=l 

max{flT (lTk_ l ), r(7Tk)}+p(lTk)=max~i~k{r(7Ti)+ 

k 
L. iP(lT.)}, k=2,3, ... , n, 

J= J 

and tne maximum lateness is defined by 

(2.2) 

A schedule w minimizing the maximum lateness is called optimal. 
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The problem instance Q=Q(-D, P, -R) is called the reverse of Q=Q(R, P, D) 

[10,12]' where -R=(-r(l) , ..• , -r(n» and -D=(-d(l) , ••• , -d(n». Furthermore, 
+- +- +- +-. 

for TI=(TI
1

, TI
2

, ... , TIn)' TI=(TI
1

, TI
2

, .•• , TIn)=(TI
n

, TI
n

_
1

, ••. , TI
1

) is called the 

reverse of TI. Then, we have by (2.1) and (2.2) that 

(2.3) 

Six approximation algorithms for Q=Q (R.., P, D) are now introduced. 

Algorithm J (Jackson [8]): Order jobs in nondecreasing order of due times, 

breaking ties by prefering the smaller job numbers. The obtained schedule 

... , 

(2.4) 

1;; ) satisfies 
n 

It should be noted that schedule 1;; is optimal if r(1)=r(2)= •.• =r(n) [8]. 

Algori thm J: Order jobs in nondecr.easing order of ready times, breaking 

ties by prefering the smaller job numbers. The obtained schedule n=(nl' •.• , nn) 

satisfies 

(2.5) 

Clearly Algorithm} is equivalent to the following steps: 

Step 1. Apply Algorithm J to Q with a modification that ties are broken 

by prefering the larger job numbers. 

Step 2. Take the reverse of the schedule cons truc ted in Step 1. 

Algorithm. mJ: Apply both algorithms J and J and select the better one, 

Le., if L(1;;, Q)S:L(n, Q), then select schedule 1;;, otherwise schedule n. 

Algorithm. S (Schrage [15]): Jobs are scheduled one by one from the first 

one: a job with the minimum due time is selected among the available jobs (i.e., 

those which are ready), breaking ties by prefering longer processing times 

(breaking ties arbitrarily, if the processing times are also the same). 

Step 1. Let K be any ordered job s,et (1, 2, ..• , n) arranged in the 

nondecreasing order of ready times, i.e., r(1)$r(2)~ ..• ~r(n), and let i+O, 

Ki +<p and f+O. 

Step 2. i+-i+1, K
i

+K
i

_
1

u{klkEK, r(k)5f}. If Ki=~' then.Ki+-{the first job 

in K} and f+its ready time. Find SiEKi such that d(Si)=mi~EK d(k) breaking 
i 

ties by prefering the longer processing times. Go to Step 3, after letting 

K+K-{Si}, Ki+K.-{S.} and f+-f+p(S.). 
~ ~ ~ 
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Step 3. 

to Step 2. 

H. Kise, T. Ibaraki and H. Mine 

If i=n, halt with schedule 6=(6
1

, 62, • •• J 6 ). 
n 

Otherwise return 

It should be noted that L(6, Q);S;L(I;;, Q) always holds. Furthermore, 6 is 

optimal if p(k)=l, k=l, ... , n, [7]. 

Algori thm S: Jobs a:re scheduled one by one from the 1as tone; eac:h time 

a job with the maximum ready time is selected from among the remaining jobs with 

due times not smaller than S(fl
n

_k+1), breaking ties by prefering shorter pro

cessing times, where the last k jobs fln- k+1 , ... , fln- 1 , fln are now scheduled and 

d(fln)-P(fl n) , k=n 
s(flk ) 

min{s(flk+1), d(llk )}-P(llk), k=l, 2, n-1. ... , 

Formally, algorithm S is equivalent to the following steps: 

Step 1. Apply Algorithm S to Q. 

Step 2. Take the reverse of the schedule constructed in Step 1. 

The obtained schedule is denoted by fl=(fl
1

, ••• , fl
n
). 

Algorithm mS: Apply both algorithms Sand S and select the better one, 

i.e., if L(6, Q);S;L(fl, Q), then select schedule 6, otherwise schedule fl. 

3. Relative Deviation 

To evaluate the qua1:Lty of approximate solutions 'IT of problem Q, various 

measures such as the absolute deviation 

(L('IT, Q)-L(w, Q», 

where w denotes an optimal schedule, and the relative deviation 

(3.1) (L ('IT , Q)-L(w, Q»/L(w, Q) 

have been customarily used. For our scheduling problems, however, these 

measures exhibit a shortcoming that they give different values to two problems 

such that one is obtained from the other by applying a simple transformation 

which changes neither the optimal schedule nor the approximate schedule. The 

following proposition describes two such transformations we have in mind. 

Proposition 3.1. (1) For Q=Q(R, P, D) and a positive number w, let 

wQ"'Q(wR, wP, wO) where wR==(wr(l) , ... , wr(n», wP"'(wp(l), ... , wp(n» and 

wD"'(wd(l) , ... , wd(n». ~llien, Q and wQ have the same set of optimal schedules, 

and the same approximate schedule is obtained by each algorithm X discussed in 

Section 2. 
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(2) For Q=Q(R, P, 0) and two real numbers u and v, let Q'=Q(R', P, [)') 
where R'=(r(l)-u, . ", r(n)-u) and O'=(d(l)-v, "', d(n)-v). Then Q and Q' 

have the same set of optimal schedules, and the same approximate schedule is 

obtained by each algorithm X discussed in Section 2. 

It should be noted that wQ and Q may have different values of the absolute 

deviation and that Q' and Q may have different values of the relative deviation 

defined by (3,,1). In addition, we note that the relative deviation (3.1) cannot 

be defined if the optimal value is 0, that is certainly possible in our sehedul

ing prob lems . 

To avoid these difficulties, we propose the following modified relative 

devia tion of a schedule n cons truc ted by algori thm X for a problem ins tanl!e 

Q=Q(R, P, 0). 

(3.2) A(X, Q) = (L(n, Q)-L(w, O»/(L(W, Q)-R . +D ), . m1n max 

where R . =inl / k/ r(k) and D =max
l

/
k

. d(k). To justify this measure, note m1n '" ",n max;:,. !.n 

first that the denominator of (3.2) is always positive: 

(3.3) L(W, Q)-R . +D ~P>O, where P=En
k 

__ 
l 

p(k), 
m1n max 

since f (00 ).zR
mi 

+P by (2.1) and L (00, Q).zf (00 )-d(w ).zf (00 )-D by (2.2). wn n wn noon max 

Also it is easy to prove the following properties for all the six approximation 

algori thms X defined in Sec tion 2. 

A(X, Q) = A(X, wQ) 

A(X, Q) = A(X, Q'), 

where wQ and Q' are defined in proposi tion 3.1. Namely the values of A (X, Q) 

do not change by the transformations given in Proposition 3.1. 

In view of these we may treat Q(R', p, 0') instead of a given problem 

instance Q(R, P, 0), where R' and 0' ar'~ defined by u=R and v=D as in min max 
Proposition 3.1 (2). In other words, we may assume without loss of generality 

that 

(3.4) R = D = O. min max 

In this case the relative deviation (3.2) reduces to the ordinary relative 

deviation. 

(3.5) A(X, Q) = (L(n, Q)-L(w, Q»/L(w, Q). 

As a result of (3.4), we assume throughout this paper that r(k), p(k) and 

d(k) (k=l, 2, ... , n) are all integers such that 
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(3.6) + +-r(k)EZ u{O}, p(k)EZ , d(k)EZ u{O}, k=l, 2, ..• , n, 

where z+ is the set of po.sitive integers and Z is the set of negative integers. 

Furthermore, the set of pr-oblems Q is partitioned into sub-classes U such that 
p 

(3.7) Up = {Q(R, P, D) subject to (3.4) and (3.6) and L~=l p(k)=p}. 

We shall derive for each algorithm X and P an upper bound WX(P) of the 

worst case relative deviation, which is best possible in the sense that: 

is attained for any P>nL2, Before proceeding to the main results (Theorems 3.5 

and 3.6), some preliminary results are given as lemmas. 

Lennna 3.2. For Q=Q(R, P, D) and any schedule 'IT, it holds (by (2.1) and 

(2.2» that 

L('IT, Q)~R +P-D., 
max ml.n 

where Rmax=maxl:£:k:£:nr(k) and Dmin=minl:£:k:£:nd(k). 

Lemma 3.3. For Q=Q(R, P, D) and any subset K of n jobs, an optimal 

schedule w satisfies 

In particular, for any k 

L(w, Q)Lr(k)+p(k)-d(k)Lr(k)+1-d(k). 

Lemma 3.4. WJ(P),WJ(P)'Ws<P) and Ws(P) satisfy WJ(P)=WJ(P) and WS(P)=WS(P), 

Proof. It follows from (3.7) that Q=Q(R, P, D)EUp implies Q=Q(-D, P, -R) 

EUp ' Then 

WJ(P) = max
Q 

U A(J, Q) = max-
Q 

U A(J, Q) 
E pEp 

-+- - -+- - -+-
= max

QEUp 
(L(ll, Q)-L(w, Q»/L(w, Q) (by definition of J) 

= max
QEUp 

(L(ll, Q)-L(w, Q»/L(W, Q) (by(2.3» 

= maxQEU/<J, Q) = WJ(P) . 

Sand S can be similarly treated. 

Theorem 3.5. For any Q=Q(R, P, D)EUp and any algorithm X (possibly 

different from the above six algorithms), 
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A(X, Q)~2-(2/P) 

holds. This bound WX(P)=2-(2/P) is best possible for some algorithm X. 

Proof. We assume P;::Z since otherwise P=l and n=l, hence A(X, Q)=O. 

L(w, Q)~ax1~k.~n(r(k)+p(k)-d(k» follows from Lemma 3.3 and L(w, Q);::P by (3.3). 

Hence 

(3.8) L(w, Q);::max{M, p}, 

where M=max{R ,-D. }+1. If M>P, then L(w, Q)2M by (3.8) and L(1f, Q) 
max m1n 

~2M+P-2 by Lemna 3.2 for any schedule 1f. Therefore, 

A(X, Q) (L(n, Q)-L(W, Q)/L(w, Q)~(M+P-2)/M 1+(P-2)/M<2-(2/P). 

If ~P, then L(w, Q);::P by (3.8) and L(1f, Q)~3P-2 by Lemma 3.2. Thus A(X, Q)~2-

(2/P) . Therefore, 2- (2/P) is an upper bound of A(X, Q). 

Let Q=Q(R, P, 0) be such that R=(P-l, 0, ... ,0), P=(l, p(2), ... , p(n-1), 
n-1 1) and 0=(0, ... ,0, 1-P), where Lk=2P(k)=P-2. Assume that algorithm X 

constructs 1f=(1, 2, "', n) with L(1f, Q),=3P-2. However w=(n, 2, 3, ..• , n-1, 1) 

holds by L(w, Q)=P and (3.3). Thus, A(X, Q)= 2-(2/P), i.e., 2-(2/P) is best 

possible for this algorithm X. 

Theorem 3.6. Computation times and best possible upper bounds WX(P) on 

relative deviations for algorithms J, J, mJ, S, Sand mS applied to Q(R, P, 0) 

SUp are given in Table 3.1. 

The proof will be given in the next section. Comparing this result with 

Theorem 3.5, we see that the effect of u:3ing approximation algorithms defined 

in Section 2 is to reduce the worst case bounds of relative deviations by at 

least half. It should be noted, however, that the average performance of these 

approximation algorithms is much better than what this worst case result may 

suggest, as shown by computational results given in Section 5. 
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Table 3.1. Best Possible Upper Bounds on Relative 

Deviations for Approximation Algorithms 

Wx(P) : Best Possible Upper Computation 
Algorithm Bounds on Relative Deviation Time 

J, J l-(l/P) O(nlogn) 

mJ 1-(2/P) O(nlogn) 

S, S 1- (3/ (P+l» O(nlogn) 

mS 1-(S/(P+2» O(nlogn) 

4. Proof of Theorem 3.6. 

In the following, L(n, Q) and A(X, Q) are respectively abbreviated to L1\ 

and AX for simplicity. 

Proof of Computation Time. The computation time of J and J is dominated 

by the sorting time of n jobs, which takes O(n log n) time [1]. Similarly, 

Algorithm mJ also requires O(n log n) time. 

Now consider Algorithm S. In Step 1, n jobs are sorted according to ready 

times to obtain K, which requires O(n log n) times. To execute Step 2, jobs in 

Ki are sorted in an appropriate data structure such as heap, so that a minimal 

job in Ki with respect to the lexicographical order of due time and processing 

time can be selected and deleted in O(log IK. I) (~O(log n» time, and an 
~ 

addi tion of a j ob to Ki is also done in 0 (log 1 Ki I) time. Since n jobs are 

successively sent from K to Ki according to the order in K during the iterated 

executions of Step 2, the total time to adjust K is O(n) and the total time to 

maintain Ki (i.e., addition and deletion of jobs to K
i

) is O(n log n). Other 

operations are obviously done in less than O(n log n) time, and the ti.me 

complexity of S is O(n log n). 

Similarly, Algorithm Sand mS also require O(n log n) time. 

Proof of WJ(P) (and WJ(P». We treat only WJ(P) because the result can be 

extended to WJ(P) by Lemma 3.4. Let 1;;=(1;;1' ... , I;;n) be the schedule constructed 

by Algorithm J. By definition, I;; has i::>j such that 

(4.1) 

It follows from Lemma 3.3 and (2.4)that L 2r(I;;.)+l-d(I;;.)2:r(I;;.)+l-d(I;;.). 
w ~ ~ ~ J 

Thus, 

(4.2) 
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since L GP by (3.8). Finally, consider a problem instance Q(R, P, 0) such 
w 

R=(P-1, 0, ... ,0), P=(l, ... ,1, P-n+1) and 0=(0, ... ,0). Then L;=(1, 2, 

n) and LL;=2P-1, while w=(2, 3, ... , n, 1) and Lw=P. Thus, W
J

(P)=(P-1)/P is 

best possible upper bound. 

Proof of WmJ(P), Let 11=(111 , ... , 11 ) be the schedule constructed by 
n 

213 

that 

.. -, 
the 

Algorithm J. It is sufficient to show that (Lr-L )/L >1-(2/P) implies (L -L )/ 
"w w 11 w 

L ~1-(2/P). Thus assume 
w 

L -L >(1-(2/P»L ~P-2 (by L,):P), 
L; w w '"' 

i.e., LL;-Lw=P-l by (4.2). Then ~~=iP(L;k)=P holds in (4.2), i.e., i=l and j=n. 

Thus, Lw+P-l=LL;=r(L;l)+P-d(L;n) by (4.1), while Lw+P-1~r(L;1)+1-d(L;1)+P-1=r(L;1)+ 

P-d(L;l) by Lemn~ 3.3. Therefore, d(L;l)~d(L;n) and this reduces (2.4) to 

=d(L; ). 
n 

It is however easy to show that L =L (i.e., (L -L )«1-(2/P»L ) holds in 
llw llw w 

this case. Thu.s Wm/P)=(1-2/P) is an upper bound. Finally, consider a problem 

instance Q(R, F, 0) such that n=3, R=(P-1, 0, 0), P=(l, P-2, 1) and 0=(0, 0, 

1-P). Then L;=(3, 1, 2), 11=(2, 3, 1) and LL;=L
ll

=2P-2, while w=(3, 2, 1) and 

Lw=P. Thus AmJ =1-(2/P) holds and WmJ (P)=1-(2/P) is best possible. 

Proof of Ws(P) (and Wg(P». Let 8=(81 , ... , 8n) be the schedule const.ruct

ed by Algorithm. S, and let 

(4.3) L8 =f8 (8.)-d(8.) =r(8')+~kj .p(8k)-d(8.), 
J J 1 =1. J 

where j is the maximum index satisfying (4.3) and i is the minimum one satisfy

ing (4.3) for the j. We may assume L8>Lw' In this case i<j (since i=j implies 

Le=Lw by Lemma 3.3) and f (8.)<f8(8.) holds since f (8.)-d(8.)~L <L
8

=f
8

(8.)-
wJ J wJ J w J 

d(8.). Thus, there are some jobs in {8., 8
i

+
1

, ... , 8.} which precede job 8. 
J 1 J J 

in 8 but follow in w. Now let 8 be the job in {8., ... , 8.} which is process-
g 1 J 

ed last in w. It is known that Algorithm S minimizes the schedule length (the 

time when all jobs finish) [10, 12]. Thus, f
8

(8
j

) is the minimum schedule 

length for the job set {8i , 8i +1 , ... , 8j }. Therefore, we have fw(8g)~f8(8j)' 

and hence 

(4.4) d (8 ) >d (8.) 
g J 

by f (8 )-d(8 )~L <L
8

=f
8
(8.)-d(8.). 8 can precede 8. in 8 in spite of (4.4) 

wg g w J J g J 
only if 8. is not available when job 8 1 finishes, i.e., 

J g-

(4.5) 0~r(8.)~f (8 1)<r(8.). 
1 8 g- J 

Thus, L ~r(8.)+p(8.)-d(8.)~f8(8 1)+1+P(8.)-d(8.) 
w J J J g- J J 

by Lemma 3.3, and hence 
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(4.6) Le-L ~[fe(e l)+l:k
j 

p(ek)-d(e.)]-[fe(e l)+1+p(e.)-d(e.)] w g- =g J g- J J 

. 1 
=L

k
J - p(ek)-1~p-p(e.)-1~p-2. 

=g J 

It is also known [12, 13] that 

L ~ 
w 

fe(e.)-D if d(e.)=D 
J max J max 

fe(e.)-D +1 otherwise. 
J max 

Thus, by (4.4) we have 

(4.7) L ~fe(e.)+1. 
W J 

Furthermore, d(e.)~r(e.)+1-L ~2-L by Lenuna 3.3 and r(e.)~l (see (4.5»). 
J J w W J 

Therefore, 

(4.8) Le-Lw=fe(ej)-d(ej)-Lw~(Lw-l)-(2-Lw)-Lw=Lw-3. 

Now, if Lw=P, then As~(P-3)/P<1-(3/(P+l» by (4.8). If Lw~P+l, AS~(P-2)/(P+l)= 

1-(3/(P+l» by (4.6). Therefore, Ws (P)=1-(3/(P+l» is an upper bound. 

Finally consider a problem instance Q(R, P, D) such that n=2, R=(O, 1), 

P=(P-l, 1) and D=(O, l-P). Then e=(l, 2) and Le=2P-l, while w=(2, 1) and 

Lw=P+1. Thus, A
S
=(P-2)/(P+1), i.e., WS(P)=1-(3/(P+1» is best possible. 

Proof of WmS(P). We show that two assumptions 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

can not hold true simultaneously, where e and ]J are schedules constructed by 

algorithms Sand S, respectively. We may assume that 

(4.11) ~3, P>n, 

since clearly Lw=min{Le , L]J} if n~2, and Le=Lw if P=n (i.e., p(k)=l, k=l, .,,' 

n) as shown in [7]. Let Le be given by (4.3). Then there is h such that 

(4.12) 

Obviously h satisfies g<h~i (see (4.5» and 

(4.13) 0~r(ek)~fe(3h_2)<r(ej)' k=l, ... , h-l, 

(4.14) d(ek)~d(ej)' k=h, "', j (by f8(ek)~r(ej) and Algorithm S). 
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Furthermore, the start time of e in e, max{r(e ), fe(e 1)}' is earlier than 
g g g-

r( e
k
), k=h, ... , j, since e g is scheduled before e

k 
in A1gori thm Sand 

d(eg»d(e
k

) holds by (4.4) and (4.14). Hence it holds by Lemma 3.3 and (4.14) 

that 

(4.15) O~max{r(e), fe(8 l)}<r(e
J

);S;;L -l+d(e
k

);S;;L -l+d(e.), k=h, ... ,j. 
g g- c w W J 

It follows from (4.3), (4.7) and (4.9) that 

(4.16) -d(e.)=L
e
-f

e
(e.»«p-3)/(P-I-2»L +L -L +1=«P-3)/(P+2»L +l. 

J J W W W W 

Now recall that schedule II is constructed by applying A1girithm S to Q(-D, P, 
+ + + 

-R) and taking its reverse schedule. Hence, let ll=(lll' ... , lln)=(lln' ... , lll) 

and Lll given by 

(4.17) 
+ ~ + + 

L =-d(lln)+L
k 

p(llk)+r(ll) (see (2.3». 
II l'v =m m 

+ + + + 
r(ll) in II plays the same role as -d(e.) in e, and -dell ) in II plays the same 
m· J m 

role as r(e.) in e. Therefore, it follO\~s from (4.13) and (4.16) that 
J 

(4.18) 
+ + 

r(ll »«P-3)/(P+2»L +1, -dell »0. 
m W m 

We will show in the following that (4.18) leads to a contradiction, by con

sidering three cases A), B) and C) according to values of Lw. 

. 1 
A) L ~P+2. It follows from (4.6) and (4.9) that P-2.::zL

k
J : p(e

k
)-l.::z 

____ ~W~_ . 1 g 
L

e
-L

w
>«P-3)/(1'+2»Lw';::P-3, Le., Le-Lw=P--2 and L~:gp(ek)=p-l. The latter 

implies that i=g=l, j=n and fe(ej)=p by (4.3) and (3.4) (Le., r(e
1
)=0). 

Hence it holds by (4.3), (4.14), (4.18) and lemma 3.3 that 

+ 
r(ll »l=L -l+P-Le=L -l+d(e.).::zL -l+d(ek)~r(ek)' k=h, ... ,n. m W W ] W 

+ 
Therefore, llm=13

k 
for some l::>~h-l. But this is a contradiction to (4.13). 

Now we may assU1lle that Lw::>P+l. In this case first assU1lle that r(8
i

)=1 

holds in (4.3). Then r(e
i
)$r(e

1
)+p(e

1
) (since p(8lh1) and hence i=l in (4.3) 

(recall that i is the minimum one satisfying (4.3», a contradiction to 

r(el)=O. Next assU1lle that r(e
l

).::z2. Then -d(e .)$L -l-r(e .)$L -r(e
i

)-2<L -·4 by 
J W J W - W 

Lemma 3.3 and (4.13), which contradicts (4.16) under the assU1llption L
w

::>P+1. 

Therefore we have r(ei)=O, Le., 

(4.19) E8(ej)=L~=lP(ek) (Le., i=l holds in (4.3». 

Furthermore, 

(4.20) 
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since otherwise L8-Lw=P-2 by (4.6), which is a contradiction as proved in the 

same manner as the case of L(u2:P+2. Now consider the next cases. 

B) Lw=P+1. Since P .. 32:L8-L
w

>«P-3)/(P+2»L
l
/P-4 (by (4.20), (4.9) and 

L =P+1) 
w 

(4.21) 

Furthermore, f 8 (8. )=L 8+d(fl.) (by(4 .3) )~L8+r(8. )+1-L (by Lemma 3.3);::P-1 (by 
J.J J w 

(4.5) and (4.21». Thus, the following two cases are possible by (4.19) and 

(4.21) • 

B1) Lw=P+l, f 8 (8j)=P-1, and d(8 j )=f8 (8 j )-L8=1-P. Then, 

(4.22) r(8k)=1 (by (4.15», p(8k)=1 and d(8k)=1-P, k=h, "', j 

(by (4.14) and Lemma 3.3), 

which leads to h=2 by (4.12). Thus, by Lemma 3.3 

P+l=Lw>mi~:~k!>:j r( 8k)H~=hP (8k)-ma~!>:k!>:jd(8k)=PH~=hP (8k) , 

and hence j=h=2. On the other hand, j=n-1 holds since I~=lP(8k)=f8(8j)=P-1. 
Therefore, 

(4.23) j=h=2, n=3, p(8 )=P-l.
j p(8 )=1. 

n 1<=1 k 

+- +-
Now, we have ~ =83, since r(~ )~P-2~2 by (4.18) and (4.11), and hence, 

+- m m 
r(~m»1=r(8j)=r(82»r(81)'=0 by (4.22), (4.23) and (4.13). Furthermore, we 

• +-
have d(81)=0 S1nce d(82)=d(8j)<0 by (4.22), d(83)=d(~m)<0 by (4.18) and 

D =0. Therefore, only the next case is possible; max 

(4.24) 

p(8
l

)=P-p(82)-p(8
3

)=P-2 

(by (4.22) and (4.23», 

p(8 2)=1, 

+- +-
r(e3)=r(Jlm);~2, p(8 3)=1 (by (4.23», 2-P~d(83)=d(~m) <0 

(by (4.18) and Lemma 3.3). 

Applying Algorithm S to (4.24), we have i'i
l

=8
l

, i'i
2
=8

3 
(=i'i), ~ =8 and 

+- +- +- +- +- m 32 
L~=-d(~1)+P(~1)+p(~2)+r(~2)=r(~m)+P-l (see (4.17) and (4.24». Thus, 

r(Jl )=L -P+1>(P-3)/(P+2»::' + L -P+l=P-2+(5/(P+2» by (4.10) and r(Jl )!>:L -1+ 
+-m ~ w w m w 

d(~m)!;P-1 by Lemma 3.3 and (4.18). Therefore, 

(4.25) 

It then follows from (4.2,4) and (4.25) that w=(8
2

, 8
1

, 8
3

) and L
w

=P+2, which 

contradicts L =P+l. 
w 
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B2) L =F'+l, fe(e.)=p, d(8.)=f
e

(8.)-L
e
=2-P. f

e
(8.)=P implies j=n by 

W J J J J 
(4.19). Also r(e

k
)SLw-l+d(e

k
):::2, k-h, "', j (by (4.15» and r(ek)<r(e

j
), 

k=l, 2, ..• , r.-l (by (4.13». Then P=4 holds by (4.11) since otherwise 

r(~ »2 follows from (4.18). This means 
m 

.... 
(4.26) P=4, n=3 (by (4.11», r(~ )=2. 

ID 

By (4.12) and (4.26) we have h=2 or 3. 

(4.27) 

.... 
r(~ )~2 then implies 

m 

In this case, it holds by Lemma 3.3, (4.26) and (4.14) that 5=L ~r(~ )+ 
W m .... .... .... .... 

p(~ )-d(~ )~r(~ )+p(~ )-d(e.). 
m m m m J 

The last: term is not greater than 5 only if 

.... .... .... 
(4.28) r(~ )=2, p(~ )~l, d(~ )=-2. 

m m m 

.... 
First consider the case of h=2 and V such that {V, ~ }={ez' e

3
} (see 

217 

.... .... m .... 
(4.27». Then, min{r(v) , r(~ )}+p(V)~L -p(~ )+max{d(v) , d(~ )}=2 by Lemm~ 3.3, 

m u m m 
(4.28) and d(v)Sd(e.)=2-p=-2 (see (4.14). Therefore, r(v)+p(v)S2 by (4.26). 

J 
r(v)~l (by (4.15» then implies 

(4.29) 
.... 

r(v)=p(V)=l, p(el)=p-p(v)-p(~m)~2, d(v)<-2. 

It follows from (4.26), (4.28) and (4.29) that only the next case is possible 

when h=Z; 

r(v)=l, p(v)=l, d(v)~d(tJ. )=-2 
J 

Thus, ~=(el' ~m' v) and L =L+-=5~L , which contradicts (4.10). 
II II W 

Next consider another case, i.e., h=3, then 

(4.30) 
.... 
~ =8.~8 (by (4.27». 
m J 3 

.... It follows from (4.13) and (4.28) that P(el)Sfe(el)~fe(eh_2)<r(ej)= 

r(~m)~2, which means that 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 
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since otherwise Algorithm S does not select 61 as the first job. Now assume 
-+- -+-

that ~1=61' Then P(~1)=P(61)<P(62) and hence 

(4.33) 

since otherwise Algorithm S does not specify 61 as the last job. The latter 

case of (4.33), however, is not possible by R . =0. Thus, it follows from ml.n 
(4.32) and (4.33) that 0=r(6

1
)<r(6

2
) and 0=d(6

1
»d(6 2). In this case, L ~P+2 

w 
can be easily shown from (4.28) and (4.31), a contradiction to L =P+1. Finally, 

-+- -+- -+- w-+-
since ~l/~ =6 3, there remains the case of ~1=62' This implies that d(62)=d(~1)= 

m_+- -+- +- + 
Dmax=O. Then Algorithm S selects ~2=~m=63' since ft(~1)=P(~1)=p(6Z)=Z (see 

-+-
(4.31»=-d(~m) (see (4.28» (:.e., 63 is ready) and 0=-r(61»-r(63)=-Z (see 

(4.28». Therefore, we have ~=(6Z' 63 , 61) and L~=5=P+1=Lw' which contradicts 

(4.10) . 

C) L =P. It follows from (4.18) that r(t »«P-3)/(P+Z»P+1, while 
__ --"w'---_ m 

r(6k)~L -1+d(6.)<3-(10/(P+Z», k=h, ... , j by (4.15) and (4.16). Thus 
-+- W J 

r(~m»r(6k)' k=h, ... , j by P~4 of (4.11), i.e., 

(4.34) 
-+-
~m/61' ... , 6 j (note that (4.13». 

By (Z.2), (2.1) and (3.4) P=L ~f (w )-d(w )~r(w1)+P-d(w )~P, which implies w w n n n 

(4.35) 

Thus, by r(6k»0, d(6k)::;-2, k=h, ... , j (see (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16» 

(4.36) ... , 6.}=<p. 
J 

Finally 
-+- -+-

r(~m»O and d(~m)<O (see (4.18», and hence 

(4.37) 
-+-
~ Iw

1
, w . m n 

Now the following two cases are possible for h, noting that h~2. 

Cl) L =P, h=2. First note that j~-2, since otherwise l{w
1

, w }u{6 , 
w n h 

... , 6.}I=n by h=2 and (4.36) and hence t 16
1

, ... ,6 by (4.34) and (4.37), 
J m n 

a contradiction. On the other hand, L6~2P-4 by (4.9) and d(6.)~r(6.)+1-L ~2-P 
. J J w 

by Lemma 3.3 and (4.13). Thus, P-2~P-p(6 1)-p(6 )2:l:
k
J 1P (6

k
)=L

6
+d(6.) (by 

n- n = J 
(4.19»~P-2, and hence j;::n·-2. Therefore, 

(4.38) j=n-2, f6(6j)=l:~=lP(6k)=P-2, d(6 j )=2-P, p(6n_1)=p(6n)=1, 

L
6

=2P-4. 
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(4.39) 

by (4.14) and Lemma 3.3. 

d(ek)=p+(j-h)~P by Lemma 3.3. Thus, 

(4.40) j=h=2, n=j+2=4, 

by h=2 and (4.38). Note that e is not the first job in w by definition, while 
g 

g<h=2 by (4.12), Le., eg is the first job in e. Thus, e1=e/w1 and hence 

w
1

=e
3 

or e
4 

by (4.36) and (4.40). Namely 

(4.41) 

+- 4 
Furthermore, ~ precedes w4 in w by (4.37) and p(W4)=P-Lk=2P(ek)=p-3 by (4.38), 

m + -+- -+-
(4.39) and (4.40). Then P=L ;::r(~ )+p(~ )+P(w4)-d(w4)=r(~ )+P-2 by (4.35), (4.38), 

+- w m m m 
(4.41). Thus r(~m)::;2, a contradiction to (4.18) under the assumption P~5 (see 

(4.11» . 

C2) L =P, h>3. Note first that d(S.)<3-P by (4.16) and hence f (e 2)= 
2 __ ----""-w_ - ]- e 

Lk=lP(ek) (by (4.l9».?2.?L
w
-p(ej )+d(ej );::r(e j ) (by Lemma 3.3»f

e
(eh_2) (by (4.13» 

~p(e1)~1. Thus, 

(4.42) h=3, r(e.)=2, p(e.)=l, d(e.)=3-p, p(el)=l, 
] ] J 

(4.43) P~9 (by P-3>«P-3)/(P+2»P+l derived from (4.16». 

It holds by (4.19), (4.3), (4.42) and Le.~2P-4(by (4.9~) that Lt=lP(ek)=fe (e j ) 

=Le+d(e j ).?p-1, and hence j?n-l. On the other hand, L~=lp(ek)=f8(ej)::;Lw-1=P-1 
by (4.7), and hence j::;n-1. Therefore, 

(4.44) 
+-

]'=n-1 f (e .)=P-1 11 =e ("~y ]'=n-1 and (4.34». , 8] , ~m n 

In addition {w
1

' wn }={e1 , e2} by h=3, (4.44), (4.36) and (4.37). Here, it 

should be noted that ek , k=h, ... , j-1 precedes ej in w since otherwise 

fw(e t )?fe (8 j ) holds for the last 8t (k.:::t5j-1) in w (for the same reason as 

applied to e prior to (4.4»,and d(en)::;d(e.) (by (4.14» implies L ;::L8 , a 
g ~ ] w 

contradiction. If w1=e2 and wn=e1 , then P=Lw~fe(ej)-p(e1)-d(ej)=2p-5 (i.e., 

ps5) by (4.42) and (4.44), which contradicts (4.43). On the other hand, if 

w1=e1 and w =8 2, we have similarly P~fe(3.)-p(82)-d(e.)=2p-4-p(e2)' Thus, 
n +- +-] ] 

p(e 2)?p-4. However, P=L ?r(~ )+p(~ )+P(I.ll )-d(w »P-2+p(w ), by (4.18) and w m m n n- n 
(4.35). Thus, P-4::;p(e 2)=p(wn)::;2, which contradicts (4.43). 

Now that W
mS

(P)=(P-3)/(P+2) is prov.an to be an upper bound on AmS ' we 

show that this is best possible. Consid,ar a problem instance Q(R, P, D) such 

that n=3, R=(O, 1, P), P=(P-2, 1, 1) and D=(O, -P, -1), then 8=(1, 2, 3), 

~=(2, 3, 1) and L =L =2P-1, while w=(2, 1, 3) and L =P+2. e ~ w 
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Thus, minUS' AS}=(P-3)/(P+2), i.e., WmS (P)=(P-3)/(P+2) is best possible. 

5. Numerical Experiments 

Some numerical experiments were carried out to see how the proposed 

approximation algorithms behave on the average [6]. The average performance 

seems to be more important in practice than the worst case performance dis

cussed so far. 

For each test problem with n jobs, 3n integers r(i), p(i), d(i) are 

generated from uniform distributions over the ranges [0, R ], [1, P ] and 
max max 

[D
min

, 0] respectively, where n, Rmax' Pmax and Dmin are given integers. This 

method of problem generation is adopted after [3], [12]. 100 problems are 

tested for each type of problems. Exact optimal schedules ware obtained by 

a branch-and-bound algorithm, which is a modification of [14], to compute 

rela tive deviations. When the branch-and-bound algorithm fails to ob tain an 

optimal schedule due to the lack of computer time, the best lower bound 

available by then is employed instead. (Thus the reported relative deviations 

are slightly biased in the pessimistic direction.) Algorithms are coded in 

FORTRAN VI and run on FACOM M-190 at Data Processing Center, Kyoto University, 

Kyoto. 

The results obtained are shown in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2. Fig. 5.1 shows how 

the ratio of R to ID . I affects the average relative deviations of the max ml.n 
proposed six approximation algorithms, since this seems to be a crucial para-

meter in determinind the quality of approximate schedules in view of that 

ready times r (k) and due times d (k) play quite different roles in all approxi

mation algorithms. 

Here n=20, Pmax=2s and R +ID. 1=1000 are employed. Fig. 5.1 shows that the max ml.n 
average relative deviations of Algorithms J and J have opposite trend; the 

relative deviation of J d~~creases rapidly with the increase of ID. I, while 
ml.n 

the relative deviation of J decreases rapidly with the increase of R This 
max 

trend also holds between average relative deviations of Algori thms Sand S. 

On the other hand, average relative deviations of Algorithms mJ and mS stay 

almos t cons tan t for the wide range of R / ID. I. Finally, it should be 
max ml.n 

noted that mS outperforms other algorithms; the average relative deviation of 

mS is always kept within 0.2%, which is usually sufficient for practical 

purposes. 
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Fig. 5.1 The effect of the ratio of R to ID i I 
max m n 

(N=20, P =25 and R +ID. 1=1000 are used). 
max max m1n 

10'" ~~~ __ ~-L~:~I~I~~I __ ~I __ ~I~I 
~jOO 1000 

Rma. (=l000-IDminO 

Fig. 5.2 The effect of the sum of processing times P 

(R and ID i I are fixed to 500). 
max m n 

.+~~ -
/.'/ ~~6\ J,J 

1/ .----.~ 
~ ----. 

.v\: 

mJ 

cS 
·S 
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Fig. 5.2 indicates how the sum of processing times P affects the average 

relative deviations of six approximation algorithms, where n=20 and Rmax 

ID . 1=500 are used. Fig. 5.2 shows that each of the approximation algorithms 
m~n 

has the worst performance roughly around P=1.ORmax~2.0Rmax This is consistent 

with the theoretical results that all problem instances with the worst relative 

deviations constructed in proofs of previous theorems have R and ID . I max m~n 

which are equal or nearly equal to P. To see more carefully the performance of 

approximation algorithms in this difficult situation, another experiment is 

performed with P=1.4R , R =ID. I, R =100, 200, ... ,1200. However no max max m~n max 
significant dependency on the size of R is observed and hence the result is 

max 
not cited here. This suggests that the quality of approximate schedules is not 

affected by the magnitude of P, R ,D., but rather determined by their 
max m~n 

ratios. It should be noted that Algorithm mS keeps its average relative 

deviation within 2% in all the tested cases. 

We conclude that Algorithm mS is efficient and gives good approximate 

solutions for the one machine scheduling problem discussed here. It can be 

recommended for practical uses. 
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